Across
1. OT team member that also teaches
2. Name of tallest OT team member
5. used to put on socks
6. putting on a diaper is not a normal part of what activity
11. number of OT team members
12. used to pick up items
15. protects and positions the wrist and hand
16. used to assist with dressing
17. Goal of OT
19. Name of OT team member with blond hair and green eyes
20. Newest member of OT team
21. helps to put on shoes

Down
3. sat on during showering, to conserve energy and promote safety
4. crossing legs, bending forward may result in dislocation, for this diagnosis
7. helps to button shirts and pants
8. attached to a plate, to prevent food from falling off
9. name of OT with blond hair and blue eyes
10. name of cup used to prevent spillage
13. used when having difficulty tying shoe laces
14. assists with mobility
18. OT that has been at this facility the longest